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Rotation Sensing with an Atom Interferometer
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We have measured the phase shift induced by rotation of an atom interferometer at rates of22
to 12 earth rates and obtained1% agreement with the predicted Sagnac phase shift for atomic
matter waves. The rotational rms noise of our interferometer was42 milliearth rates for1 sec of
integration time, within9% of shot noise. The high sensitivity and agreement of predicted and
measured behavior suggest useful future scientific applications of atom interferometers as inertial
sensors. [S0031-9007(96)02186-2]
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Since the pioneering demonstrations of interferomet
with atom de Broglie waves using nanofabricated stru
tures [1–4] and resonant light as atomic beam splitte
[5,6], a number of new applications have been explor
with these devices, including measurements of atomic a
molecular properties, fundamental tests of quantum m
chanics, and studies of various inertial effects [7–13
Using atom interferometers as inertial sensors is of i
terest for geophysics, for testing relativity, and for iner
tial guidance systems. Atom interferometers have alrea
demonstrated considerable sensitivity to gravitational a
celeration [9], and their projected sensitivity to rotationa
motion [14] exceeds that of the best laboratory ring las
gyroscopes [15] because their Sagnac phase shifts, p
portional to the total mass energy of the interfering pa
ticle, are 1010 times larger for atoms than for photons
traversing the same geometry. While inertial effects ha
been demonstrated in neutron and electron interferom
ters, [16–19], these measurements have been limited
low count rates and low mass, respectively.

We measured the response and reproducibility of
atom interferometer to applied rotations with angular rat
on the order of the rotation rate of the earth (one ear
rate,Ve, is 7.3 3 1025 radysec or 15 degrees per hour)
We obtained better than 1% agreement with theory (o
standard deviation) over a range of62Ve, a factor of
10 improvement in accuracy over previous measureme
of the Sagnac phase with an atom interferometer [6
and a factor of 6 improvement in accuracy over
recent measurement of the classical fringe phase in
three grating atom deflectometer [20]. We have carefu
studied the rotational noise by repeatedly measuri
an applied rotation of about50mVe. We found the
reproducibility of our rotation measurements to be42mVe

in 1 sec, within 9% of that predicted from shot nois
alone. This sensitivity is several orders of magnitud
better than in Refs. [6,20], where the noise was n
carefully studied.

The inertial sensitivity of an atom interferometer arise
because the freely propagating atoms form fringes wi
respect to an inertial reference frame. These fring
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appear shifted if the interferometer moves with respec
to this inertial frame while the atoms are in transit.
Figure 1 shows the interferometer subject to rotation in
a counterclockwise direction about an axis normal to th
plane defined by the beam paths. The center line o
the interferometer is shown for timest  0 and t  2t,
where t 

L
y is the time it takes an atom moving with

velocity y to travel the distanceL between adjacent
gratings.

For rotation about the middle of the second grating
the center line between the atom paths passes through t
middle of both the first and second gratings, so fringe
form on thet  0 center line at time2t. The middle of
the third grating is now displaced byD  2tVL, where
2tV is the angular displacement of the interferometer axi
in the time 2t. This relative displacement of the third
grating and fringes is observed as a phase shift
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wheredg is the period of the gratings,A  L2sldBydgd is
the area enclosed by the paths of the interferometer, an
ldB  hymy is the de Broglie wavelength for an atom
with massm and velocityy. We refer to the bracketed

FIG. 1. The rotating interferometer (not to scale). The
location of the interferometer axis is shown at timest  0
(short dash) andt  2t (short-long dash), wheret is the transit
time of the atoms between adjacent gratings.
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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term in Eq. (1) as the rotational response factor, whic
had a value of1.940 6 0.005 radyVe in this experiment.

The total phase shift from inertial effects is the sum o
contributions from rotation and acceleration [3],

finert  frot 1 facc. (2)

Relativistic corrections to Eqs. (1) and (2) are of the ord
1
2 syycd2 smaller than the nonrelativistic terms and ar
negligible in our experiment [21].

The total average count rate of detected atoms is

knl  n0f1 1 C cossfinert 1 fgratdg 1 nb , (3)

wheren0 is the average rate at which atoms are transm
ted through the third grating and detected,C is the con-
trast of the fringes,nb is the average background rate, an
fgrat is an independently applied phase determined by t
relative transverse grating positions. To measure the
ertial phase,finert, we scan one of the gratings to sampl
the fringe pattern,nsfgratd, and determinefinert by a least
squares fit to a sinusoid [2]. If only Poissonian detectio
statistics degrade the signal-to-noise ratio [22], the sta
dard deviation of this measurement would be

kDfinertl ; ksfinert 2 finertd2l1y2 
1
C

s
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n0T
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1 1

nb

n0

∂
,

(4)

whereT is the total time over which the atom counts ar
sampled, andf̄inert is the average of many independen
phase measurements.

The rotational noise for sampling time,T , is obtained
from Eq. (1) and Eq. (4),

kDVl 
h

4pmAC

s
2

n0T

µ
1 1

nb

n0

∂
(5).

We have assumed equal sampling over the entire frin
pattern in Eq. (4), and Eq. (5). If instead of evenl
distributing fgrat it were adjusted to maintain a lock on
the steepest part of the atomic fringe,kDfinertl andkDVl
would be reduced by a factor of

p
2.

Our atom interferometer is described in Refs. [2,3
Fringes are formed by atoms passing through thr
200 nm period nanofabricated transmission gratings [2
separated from each other by a distance ofL  0.66 m.
The source produces a seeded supersonic Na atomic b
using rare gas as the carrier and provides an rms veloc
spread of about4%. With an argon carrier gas the mean
beam velocity is about1030 m/sec. The Na atoms are
ionized on a hot50 mm diameter rhenium wire and
counted using a channel electron multiplier. Improve
nanofabricated gratings [24] have good phase uniform
over a 1 mm 3 0.1 mm area, allowing us to maintain
17% contrast even with overlapping diffraction order
and to achieve a count rate of200k countsysec with an
illuminated detector area of5 3 1024 cm2.

Experiments were performed to measure both th
rotational response factor and the reproducibility of ou
interferometer, followed by subsequent comparison wi
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the predictions of Eqs. (1) and (4). The interferomete
was suspended from a cable attached to the ceiling a
driven off center with a sinusoidally varying force at
frequencyf, inducing a time dependent rotation rate

Vstd  V0 sins2pftd . (6)

V0 was typically several earth rates for the response fa
tor measurement and aboutVey20 for the noise measure-
ments. For the response measurements,f was chosen to
be about1 Hz in order to minimize deformations of our
interferometer (which has several prominent mechanic
resonances in the10 to 30 Hz frequency range). For the
noise measurements,f was approximately4.6 Hz where
the residual rotational noise spectrum of the apparatus h
a broad minimum.

We measured the acceleration and rotational motion
the suspended interferometer using accelerometers n
the first and third gratings. We acquired data while modu
lating the grating phase with a sawtooth pattern at a fre
quency just less than1 Hz. Simultaneously, we recorded
the phase,fgrat, the counts from the atom interferome-
ter, knl, and the accelerometer readings at one millisecon
intervals. The rotation rate of the interferometer, as de
termined from the accelerometer readings (after suitab
correction for their known frequency response), was use
to predict the atom phase. We called this predicted ine
tial phasefrot, there being a negligible contribution from
acceleration in Eq. (2).

To study the magnitude and linearity of the respons
factor, we binned the interferometer data according t
frot. Since the frequency of the sawtooth modulation o
fgrat was chosen to be incommensurate with the driv
frequency, the data in a bin with a particular value offrot

had a variety of valuesfgrat. This allowed us to make a
fit using Eq. (3) to determine the atom phasefinert, here
calledfmeas. A plot of fmeas vs frot is shown in Fig. 2
from a combination of runs, each 20 sec long, totalin
approximately 400 sec (10 sec per point).

The data reveal a linear response with the ratio o
observed to predicted phase,

fmeassatom interferometerd
frotsaccelerometer signalsd

 1.008s0.004ds0.005d ,

(7)

indicating an average response factor within error of tha
predicted from Eq. (1). The first error is the statisti-
cal error of the fit dominated by shot noise limited de
tection (0.35%) and includes phase drifts of the atom
interferometer (0.15%), uncertainty in the atom beam ve
locity (0.15%), and noise from the accelerometer ampl
fiers (0.1%). The second error results from systemat
contributions including those in the rotation phase in
ferred with the accelerometers (0.3%) and uncertainty
the measured grating positions due to mechanical disto
tions of the vacuum housing (0.4%).

To determine the reproducibility of the measurements
rotational oscillations of amplitude approximatelyVey20
761
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FIG. 2. Rotation rates in the atom interferometer. The ro
tion rate,Vmeas, determined from the interferometer rotation
phase response [Eq. (1)], is plotted versus the reference,Vrot,
determined using rotation rates inferred from the accelerom
signals. Residuals for the linear fit to the data are shown
low. Approximately 6.5 min of datas,10 secypointd are plot-
ted. The best fit (solid line) yields a slope of1.008 6 0.007.

were applied to the interferometer atf  4.6 Hz. The
rapidly varying phase produced by these oscillations w
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measured with a phase modulation technique that co
verted atom counts directly intofinertstd. This was
accomplished by scanning the second grating positio
xgrat, with a sawtooth waveform chosen to add a ca
rier frequency of8 Hz to the atom count rate in Eq. (3)
The rotationally induced phase,finert, was then deter-
mined by multiplying the count rate by sins2p

xgrat

dg
d and

coss2p
xgrat

dg
d (these functions are in effect the local osci

lators), filtering out components at16 Hz, and taking the
arctangent.

For each ofN  30 independent data sets 32 sec lon
we obtained time dependent inertial phases,fninertstd, from
which the angular rotation ratesVnstd were calculated us-
ing the rotational response factor from Eq. (1) (there b
ing negligible contributions from accelerations). Rotatio
rates for various sample sizes,T , ranging from 1 to 32 sec
in length, were taken from the middle of each indepe
dent set and Fourier transformed to yield normalized wi
dowed spectra,

jVnsv; T dj 

0BB@p
2

T

TZ
0

eivtVnstdwstddt

1CCA , (8)

where wstd is a Hanning window function used to
minimize Gibb’s oscillations in the spectrum [25]. Th
window wstd is normalized so that the average of th
peaks inVnsva; Td (at va  2pf) equals the amplitude
V0 of the applied rotation [Eq. (6)]. We then measure
the fluctuation of the spectral peak amplitude atf,
kDVsT dl 

vuut 1
sN 2 1d
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for the various sample sizesT .
These results are summarized in Fig. 3 which exhib

the noisekDVsT dl as a function ofT and wstd. The
shot noise limit must be calculated using an effect
integration time that is the actual integration time,T ,
times2y3 the rms width of the time window when usin
the Hanning function in Eq. (8).

We attribute the excess noise of the interferome
relative to shot noise seen in Fig. 3, forT greater than
2 sec, to extraneous sources of rotational motion ra
than to any intrinsic failure of atom interferometers. T
observed noise can be fit as an uncorrelated sum of
noise,SNL, and background rotational noise,B, times an
overestimation factor,a,

kDVl  a

q
sSNLd2 1 B2 . (10)

The overestimation factor,a  1.09 6 0.02, is close
to unity, and is consistent with noise arising from im
perfections in our modulation scheme together with
previous observation of super-Poissonian noise from
s

r

r

ot

r

hot wire detector [26]. The background noise determine
from the fit isB  10mVe 6 1mVe. While this is more
than the5mVe measured using the accelerometers whe
the sinusoidal drive is off (and attributed to vibrations in
the wires, water pipes, and vacuum foreline attached
the apparatus), we observe significant but variable ad
tional contributions at the drive frequency when the driv
is applied. This additional noise, ascribed to variation
in the amplitude of the rotational drive and noise from
the laser interferometer used to measurefgrat, is suffi-
cient to account for the observed rotational backgroun
noise,B.

In summary, our results show a direct measureme
of rotations more than four orders of magnitude smalle
than the first observations of the Sagnac phase in
atom interferometer [6] and approach short term rotation
noise or angle random walk measured in commerci
laser gyroscopes [27]. Our results show better than 1
agreement with the Sagnac theory for matter waves.
addition, careful studies of the rotational noise of ou
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FIG. 3. Reproducibility of rotation rate measurements i
the atom interferometer. Fluctuations in the spectral pe
amplitude at the driving frequency,f  4.6 Hz (for N 
30 data sets), are compared to the predicted shot noise (das
line) and plotted versus integration time,T . A fit to the data
points with Eq. (10) (solid line) yields an overestimation facto
a  1.09 6 0.02 and a backgroundB  10 mVe 6 1 mVe.

interferometer (not performed in Refs. [6] or [20]) show
it to be shot noise limited for averaging times,2 sec, and
consistent with the observed excess rotational noise of o
apparatus at longer times.

In light of these results, it is interesting to conside
the rotational noise of an atom interferometer design
for inertial sensing with large area gratings and a hig
flux source. For example, a1 m long Cs interferome-
ter with an 80±C effusive oven (y  260 mysec) that
contains 1 cm2, 100 nm period gratings and a1 cm2

source opening would produce a detected flux of abo
1010 atomsysec and give shot noise limited rotationa
noise of about3 3 1028 Vey

p
Hr [28]. To compensate

for thermal drifts, two atomic beams could traverse th
gratings in opposite directions. Using a slow atom bea
would decrease the noise by another two orders of ma
nitude. With larger instruments and careful engineerin
interesting applications appear within reach.
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